Forest Resource Management Decision Making Principles
record of decision and land and resource management plan ... - this is a programmatic decision
amending one land and resource management plan. it does not itself authorize any projects or activities. as
described in the fseis, this is a nonsignifi-cant forest plan amendment and is therefore within the authority of
the forest supervisor to approve (fseis, pp. 2-8–2-9). forest management plan approval decision agric.ab - the forest management plan for forest management unit p20 dated june 30, 2013, and revised
october 15, 2013, is approved subject to the approval conditions and annual allowable cuts (tables 2 and 7)
presented in this approval decision. this forest management plan replaces the fmp approved december 14,
2007. values, beliefs, and attitudes - us forest service - values, beliefs, and attitudes technical guide for
forest service land and resource management, planning, and decisionmaking the vba technical guide is
appropriate for readers whose skills range from “beginner” to “expert” in social science theory and methods.
forest management plan approval decision - agric.ab - forest management plan . approval decision .
forest management unit p21 . daishowa-marubeni international ltd. forest management agreement 0900044
“east fma” date: april 2. 5 ... forest resource management november 30, 2014 : 2.2 i . 5 : values, objectives,
indicators and targets status senior manager, forest resource 2015 state forest resource management
plan - pennsylvania - with the development of state forest resource management plans (sfrmps) that
focused primarily on timber and water resources. these initial plans changed over time, with major revisions to
incorporate new knowledge and reflect changing management philosophies. the 1970 plan brought the
“multiple use” concept to state forest management. community participation and decision-making community participation and decision-making in the new forest economy ... as the forest practices code
changes the way our forest resource is managed, harvested and utilized, so too will change the patterns of
employment, and the skills ... a case study of six british columbi communities and their participation in
resource management decision ... united states payette forest service intermountain - of regional
planning efforts to revise the 1988 payette national forest land and resource management plan (forest plan) as
required by the 1982 national forest management act (nfma) implementing regulations (36 cfr 201). the
intermountain regional forester received five appeals of the decision to implement alternative 7 as described
in the rod. decision-making in local forest management: pluralism ... - decision-making in local forest
management: pluralism equity and consensus jon anderson 1 this paper first addresses property regimes and
multiple interests and attempts to demonstrate that multiple interests in forest management are not the
exception but the rule. it then discusses simple decision-making criteria for forest syllabus for 466w: forest
resources management – spring 2004 - syllabus: for 466w s forest resource management (spring ‘04) 3
plate assignments: assignments are due at the beginning of the class period on the day when they are due.
late assignments may be penali zed up to 15% per weekday and 25% per weekend. pneatness: assignments
and tests should be orderly and well organized.
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